
OS Review [8]
1.) Which of the following instructions should be privileged? Very briefly, why?
a) Switch from user to kernel mode
Unprivileged because it's how applications invoke system calls. The catch is the
application cannot control where the program counter goes when this switch
happens.
b) Read the clock
Unprivileged, every process should be able to read the clock.
c) Clear locations in virtual memory
Unprivileged because this only harms the process calling it
d) Turn off interrupts
Privileged so that a process cannot monopolize the cpu.

FFS [12]
1.) Describe at least 3 problems with the old BSD file system that FFS addresses and
explain how FFS solves these problems.

Problems:
a.) Random data placement: Use cylinder groups
b.) Inode far from data: Use cylinder groups
c.) Low bandwidth utilization: Larger blocks
d.) Small max file size: Bigger blocks gives bigger size via indirect pointers
e.) Large blocksize waste: Fragmentation of blocks
f.) Recovery issue: Dump super block in diff tracks locations in all cylinders

2.) Compare the disk utilization of the old BSD file system to FFS. In particular, discuss
how it varies with workload, e.g., small vs. large files.
If we assume we use a 4096/1024-byte file system organization for FFS, we will
get about the same disk utilization as the old BSD file system. This is because data
blocks are bigger so we do not need use as much indirect pointers. With ONLY
small files, FFS has worse disk space utilization because it requires more metadata
to track fragments and doesn't gain from its larger direct block space. With only
large files, FFS would be better.

3.) What is the maximum file size if our inode block contains 13 direct pointers, 1 single
indirect, 1 double indirect and 1 triple indirect pointer. Assume we have a block size of 1 KB.
(13 * 1KB) + (256 * 1KB) + (256 * 256 * 1KB) + (256 * 256 * 256 * 1KB) = 16.06
GB

4.) FFS describes two layout policies, global and local. Briefly describe what both are used
for.
Global policy allocates files & directories to cylinder groups. Local policy tries to
allocate data blocks so they are interleaved for sequential writes/reads.

LFS [9]
1.) FFS did not anticipate the technology trends that LFS addressed. What technology
trends did LFS address and how did it specifically address it?
It saw the increase of memory as a bigger cache for reads so they optimize writes
using a log.

2.) Imagine we had a workload that read a lot of files that were created at various different
times in the same directory. Explain which file system(FFS or LFS) will perform better on
this workload and why.
FFS will perform better than LFS. This is because FFS groups data in the same



directory on the same cylinder group while LFS groups data based on when they
are created, as they get batched into segments and written to disk.

3.) What could you change in the workload from LFS[2] to invert the relationship? In other
words, describe a slightly different workload that would result in the other filesystem being
the better performer.
If we changed the workload to work over more than one directory but have the
files all created over the same time; LFS will do better because it groups data
based on when it was created and it does not group them by directories. Any
answer that results in a workload with a lot of small, random file creations or
random updates to a large file would do better on LFS than it would on FFS.

Application software often require keeping around older versions of files. For example,
revision control systems like CVS store the entire history of tracked files. Assuming space
was not an issue---i.e., your hard drive had ample free space---answer the following two
questions: [6]

1.) What changes to file system can be made to provide this feature? (Hint: Think about
what is created when you edit a file but do not save it right away with emacs/vim )
On a write(new version of the file), we can search the directory for the file. If it
exist we can append a version number to the name and write it. This will create a
new file in the directory, keeping the old file on the disk.

2.) What changes to LFS can be made to provide this feature?
Remove the cleaning part of LFS.


